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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Thyroid lesions usually present as mass lesions or in association with hypo or hyper thyroidism. FNAC has certain limitations like adequacy of specimen and interpretation of cytology, as the sampling of the lesion can be variable and not always representative. Hence, specific diagnosis can be arrived at only after a histopathological examination.

Objectives: The present study was undertaken to describe histopathology patterns, frequency, age and sex distribution of non-neoplastic thyroid gland lesions in the southwest region of Maharashtra to aid clinicians in appropriate treatment and prognosis.

Materials and Methods: This was a cross-sectional study of 110 non-neoplastic thyroid specimens received at the department of Pathology, D.Y. Patil Medical College, Kolhapur, between October 2018 to September 2020.

Results: The frequency of non-neoplastic thyroid lesions was found to be 2% of all surgical specimens. Most commonly encountered specimens were of Hemithyroidectomy (31.8%) Female predominance with F:M ratio of 2.5:1 was seen. Most of the lesions occurred in the 4th decade. Out of the 110 cases, most common lesions were hyperplastic (74.5%), followed by inflammatory lesions (21.8%) and congenital lesions (3.7%). Evaluation of any thyroid specimen should be thorough through complete histopathological examination.

Conclusion: Histopathological evaluation of any enlarged thyroid should be thorough to arrive at a definite diagnosis.

© This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/) which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.

1. Introduction

Thyroid gland is a vital gland essential for proper growth and development of nervous system and body. 1-3 Diseases of the thyroid gland include a vast array of genetic, inflammatory, developmental, immunologic & neoplastic disorders. The incidence and microscopy of thyroid lesions is shown to vary with factors like geographical region, age, gender, nutrition and environment. 1 Thyroid lesions usually present as mass lesions or in association with hypo or hyper thyroidism. Different methods used to diagnose thyroid nodules include clinical evaluation, thyroid function tests and ultrasonography. However, these methods are not considered strong for evaluation thyroid nodules. 4 Final and accurate diagnosis useful for treatment and prognosis is based on FNAC or histopathological examination of thyroid nodules. FNAC is an established investigation in cases of thyroid lesions, in spite of many advantages, it has certain limitations like adequacy of specimen and interpretation of cytology, as the sampling of the lesion can be variable and not always representative. 5 Thus, specific diagnosis can be arrived at only after a histopathological examination. The present study is undertaken to describe patterns, frequency, age and sex distribution of non-neoplastic thyroid gland lesions in the southwest Maharashtra.
2. Materials and Methods

The present cross-sectional study was conducted in the department of Pathology, D Y Patil Medical College, Kolhapur, over a period of two years between October 2018 to September 2020. This study included 110 non-neoplastic thyroid specimens presented to department during the study period. The clinical details such as age, sex, presenting complaints, location and clinical diagnosis were noted from the request forms sent along with the specimens. Neoplastic lesions of thyroid and lesions of supporting tissue were excluded from the study. Large specimens were sectioned serially at 1cm thickness and fixed in buffered formalin for 12 hours. After fixation, gross features were noted and the bits were given from the representative areas. After processing tissue sections prepared and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. Then light microscopy study was done and detailed microscopic findings were noted. For statistical analysis, data was tabulated in Microsoft excel and percentages were calculated.

3. Results

The present study includes 110 cases of non-neoplastic thyroid lesions received as surgical specimens in department of Pathology between October 2018 to September 2020. Non-neoplastic thyroid lesions comprised 2% of all surgical specimens received in the histopathology section. Females preponderance was noted in the study with a female to male ratio of 2.5 to 1. The major proportion of cases of non-neoplastic thyroid lesions were noted in the 4th decade (37.2%), followed by 5th decade (27 cases, 24.5%). The youngest case was 4-years-old, while the oldest was 68-years-old. The most frequently encountered specimen was hemithyroidectomy (31.8%), followed by lobectomy (29.1%), total thyroidectomy (20%), subtotal thyroidectomy 17 cases (15.5%), excision of cyst 3 cases (2.7%), enucleation of nodule 1 case (0.9%). Out of total 110 cases of thyroid lesions, 74.5% were hyperplastic lesions of thyroid, and 21.8% were inflammatory lesions and 3.7% were congenital lesions of the thyroid.

shows the frequency distribution of non-neoplastic lesion by type of lesion. Goitre was the most common lesion in the present study, accounting for 82 cases (74.5%), out of which multinodular goitre comprised 53 cases (48.2%), followed by colloid goitre with 29 cases (26.4%). Among the inflammatory lesions, lymphocytic thyroiditis was found in majority accounting for 12 cases (10.9%), followed by Hashimoto’s thyroiditis with 10 cases (9.1%).

Table 1: Distribution of non-neoplastic thyroid lesions (N=110)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of lesion</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Congenital</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thryoglossal duct cyst</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyshormonogenetic goitre</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperplastic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colloid goitre</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multinodular goitre</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphocytic thyroiditis</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflammatory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hashimoto’s thyroiditis</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granulomatous thyroiditis</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Congenital lesions: One thyroglossal cyst was noted from each of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd decades. Youngest case was a 4-year-old male, and oldest case was a 42-year-old male. Female: Male ratio was 1:2. All three cases presented as midline swellings. The cyst size differed from 1 to 2 cm in maximum dimension. Cystic in consistency with serous fluid drained out. On microscopy, two of the cysts were lined by ciliated respiratory epithelium and one of the cysts was lined by simple squamous epithelium. The cyst was fibro collagenous. None of the cysts showed thyroid follicles in the cyst wall (Figure 1). Dyshormonogenetic goitre case was a 16-year-old female. Specimen was of size 10x8x6 cms, nodular in appearance, soft to firm in consistency, tan brown in colour. Cut-surface appeared nodular, haemorrhage and fibrosis were noted. On microscopy, sections studied showed multiple hyperplastic nodules separated by fibrous septae (Figure 2). The nodules were composed of extremely cellular follicles, microfollicular and trabecular pattern with minimal colloid. The cells lining the follicles showed cytologic atypia with hyperchromasia, nuclear enlargement, and few mitotic figures. Haemorrhagic focus was also seen.

Inflammatory thyroiditis: In lymphocytic thyroiditis, female predominance was seen with F:M ratio of 1.4:1. Age distribution ranged from 30 to 54 years of age with an average of 42.1 years. Majority of the specimens were of total thyroidectomy (66.7%), followed by hemithyroidectomy (16.7%), subtotal thyroidectomy and lobectomy (8.3% each). Grossly, Size of specimens varied from 5.5 to 10 cm in largest diameter. All cases showed diffuse enlargement of the thyroid, with soft to firm consistency. Cut-sections had tan to brown appearance. Microscopic appearance showed thyroid follicles of varying sizes, lined by flattened to cuboidal epithelium containing abundant to scanty colloid. Most of the follicles appeared atrophic. Focal areas of Hurtle cell metaplasia were noted in all cases with diffuse and dense infiltration of lymphocytes with or without germinal centers forming lymphoid follicles. Secondary changes like haemorrhage and fibrosis was seen. In Hashimoto’s thyroiditis Female: Male ratio was 2.3:1. Age distribution ranges from 36 to 54 years of age with an average of 43.2 years. Total thyroidectomy was done in 50% of the cases, followed by subtotal thyroidectomy (30%), hemithyroidectomy (20%). Grossly, specimens varied from 5 to 10 cm in size with firm consistency. Cut section showed homogenous tan
to brown appearance. Microscopy showed destruction and atrophy of follicles with diffuse to dense lymphocytic infiltration without germinal centres forming lymphoid follicles, follicles showed abundant to scanty colloid. Dense Hurtle cell metaplasia was noted in all cases replacing normal parenchyma (Figure 3). Secondary changes like fibrosis and haemorrhage were also noted. Two cases of granulomatous thyroiditis were of 30 and 58 years of age respectively. Total thyroidectomy specimen size varied from 5 to 9 cm is largest dimension. Firm in consistency, brown to tan in colour. Cut-section was solid and nodular. Microscopy showed atrophy and destruction of follicles with diffuse, dense and aggregates of lymphocytes, along with giant cells, neutrophils, plasma cells, foamy histocytes, epithelioid histiocytes, forming non-caseating granulomas in a nodular fashion. Dense fibrosis was noted replacing normal thyroid architecture. Secondary changes like haemorrhage and fibrosis were also noted. ZN staining was done and was negative for acid fast bacilli.

Hyperplastic: Highest number of cases were observed in 4th decade. The youngest case was 22 years old and the oldest was 68 years of age, the average age of this study was 40 years. There was female predominance and female to male ratio was 3.3:1. Specimen ranged from 2 to 12 cm in maximum dimension. External surface showed congestion. Single nodules were seen in 15 cases, multiple nodules (Figure 5) were seen in 53 cases and diffuse enlargement was seen in 14 cases. Cut-surface showed homogenous, nodular or cystic appearance with gelatinous brown appearance. Secondary changes like cystic degeneration, hemorrhage, fibrosis and calcification were noted. Microscopically, all cases of goitre showed nodules composed of follicles of varying sizes line by cuboidal to flattened epithelium with abundant colloid and separated by fibrous septa (Figure 6). Areas of cystic degeneration, hemorrhage, Sanderson pollster, calcification and fibrosis and other features were noted as the secondary changes in varying proportions. There was local accumulation of eosinophils in goiter, which is thought to be related to the presence of both lymphocytes in the thyroid and circulating antibody, suggesting that the lymphocyte-derived eosinophil chemotactic factor might be involved in this accumulation (Figure 7). In our study we received few dual lesions with dual pathology, one case of colloid goitre with lymphocytic thyroiditis (0.9%), one case of lymphocytic thyroiditis with papillary carcinoma (0.9%) (Figure 4), 4 cases of Multinodular goitre with lymphocytic thyroiditis (3.6%), 1 case of multinodular goitre with follicular adenoma (0.9%).

4. Discussion

Thyroid gland lesions are one of the most common disorders of the endocrine system. It is easily palpable and even visible in slender patients because of its anatomical location.
Fig. 3: Hashimoto's thyroiditis – Photomicrograph showing extensive Hurtle cell metaplasia.

Fig. 4: Photomicrograph of H&E stained section from Lymphocytic thyroiditis with Papillary carcinoma

Fig. 5: Multinodular goiter - Gross morphology shows multiple nodules on external surface and on cut surface.

Fig. 6: Photomicrograph of H & E stained section from multinodular goiter is showing hyperplastic nodule with varying size follicles.

Fig. 7: Photomicrograph of H & E stained section, arrow shows Eosinophils in Multinodular goitre.

In our study, females formed the majority of cases, out of 110 cases 72% of lesions are seen in females and 28% of lesions are seen in males, thus there is female predominance with female to male ratio 2.5:1. This is concordant to most of the other studies conducted around the world.\textsuperscript{8,12–16} The female predominance is due to the presence of estrogen receptors in the thyroid tissue\textsuperscript{17} and also linked to autoimmunity which is more commonly found in women than men. Female predominance is noticed more in studies conducted around coastal regions, such as Kerala,\textsuperscript{12} Newcastle,\textsuperscript{14} Bangladesh\textsuperscript{16} and Dublin,\textsuperscript{15} it may be due to the difference in iodine content in coastal and non-coastal regions. The age group ranged from 4 to 68 years; the mean age is 40 years in the present study. The most common age group was 4th decade and comprises 37.3% of the cases (41 cases), followed by 5th decade (27 cases, 24.5%), the least number of cases were observed mountainous areas in South-east Asia, Latin America and Central Africa.\textsuperscript{7–11}
in 2nd and 1st decade with 2 case (1.9%) and 1 case (0.9%) respectively, therefore we can conclude that the most common age group for non-neoplastic thyroid lesions is between the 4th and 5th decade. This is similar to Dash et al., Neemawat et al., Solomon et al., Ramesh et al., studies.

Hemithyroideotomy and lobectomy was the most commonly performed surgery for benign thyroid lesions followed by total thyroidectomy. These findings are similar to other studies like Watkinson 2010,20 and Gautam et al.,21 studies. The reasons for the divergent views in the surgical approach are due to varying spectrum of histological and biological behavior of thyroid lesions.

Hyperplastic thyroid lesions (Goitres) constituted majority of lesions in studies of Brazil, Korea, Saudi Arabia, New castle followed by inflammatory lesions and congenital lesions.7,13,14,22 Whereas study conducted in Nigeria by Solomon et al.,10 in hyperplastic lesions were most common followed by congenital lesions and then inflammatory lesions. Among the hyperplastic lesions, the studies conducted in India showed prevalence of MNG more than colloid goitre similar to our study.11,12,18,23 All the international studies also showed prevalence of MNG similar to our study.7,14,22 except Albasri et al. of Saudi Arabia13 where colloid goitre was more prevalent. These differences are due to disparity in the terminology and classification of lesions in various studies. Few authors use clinical terminology and other authors use histomorphometry and pathogenetic classification. Hence, it is difficult to correlate the study with other authors. In this study, there were few dual lesions, diagnosis of such lesions can only be arrived after thorough histopathological examination and can be overseen by other non-invasive techniques. Similar to our study some cases of goitre were associated with Lymphocytic or Hashimoto’s thyroiditis.24 Surgical excision and histopathological evaluation are crucial to establish diagnosis. It will be of great value for clinicians for further therapy and prognosis.

Among the inflammatory lesions, Hashimoto’s thyroiditis was most common in majority of the studies within India and globally. In our study lymphocytic thyroiditis was more common than Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, similar to studies conducted by Sheela et al.,12 Park et al.,22 Bisi et al.,7 (Kerala, Korea and Brazil). Most of the studies showed Thyroglossal cyst as most common congenital thyroid lesion which is concordant to our present study.

5. Conclusion

The information provided by the present study may be considered as the baseline data of the non-neoplastic thyroid lesions occurring in south west Maharashtra. Hyperplastic lesions formed the bulk of non-neoplastic lesions, emphasising that goitrous thyroid swelling is a common problem in this region. Female predominance was seen in our study and the most common age affected was in the 4th decade of life. Although clinical examination and non-invasive diagnostic techniques may provide the clinician a provisional diagnosis, often the ultimate answer depends on the histopathological examination of the excised tissue. Any of the thyroid disease can manifest as a thyroid nodule, therefore histopathological evaluation of any enlarged thyroid should be thorough to arrive at a definite diagnosis.
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